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PRESS RELEASE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

  
Aqua Libra Co to exhibit at Clerkenwell Design Week, 2023 

Garden of St James, St James Walk, EC1R 0EA– May 23-25, 2022 

Aqua Libra Co, Stand PB 14 - Project Exhibition 

 

1, New Street, London, EC2M 4TP – May 23rd, 2023.  Britvic-owned Aqua Libra Co are delighted to 

be exhibiting at the prestigious Clerkenwell Design Week, London 2023.  Aqua Libra Co will be exhibiting 

and promoting our expanding range of innovative boiling, chilled and sparkling dispense equipment.   

 

Aqua Libra Co will be showcasing its industry-leading range of energy efficient water dispensers designed 

to help organisations reach their sustainability goals. We have hydration solution for every workplace, 

hospitality venue, and retail space.  With dynamic user interface, smart-reporting technology, and the 

capacity to deliver hundreds of cups of boiling, chilled, and sparkling water every hour, our durable taps and 

bottlers provide opportunity and incentive to refill and reuse. 

 

NEW for 2023, DRINK YOUR WAY TO A BETTER PLANET! Aqua Libra will be inviting customer 

sand visitors to choose their favourite flavour! Aqua Libra will be going beyond still & sparkling with the new 

and innovative Flavour Tap dispenser. This new dispense platform 10,000 drinks into the space of a 

kitchen cupboard, with no sugar, calories, or preservatives – making it easier and tastier for people to drink 

more water in the workplace.  

 

http://www.aqualibra.com/
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Aqua Libra is equally excited to be presenting their range of Aqua Alto Taps. Aqua Alto is a perfect 

combination of straightforward technology, high capacity dispenses and infinite choice of colour…. YES, 

any colour to compliment your brand or interior design. 

With three taps running off one base unit, the Aqua Alto system takes up no more cupboard space than a 

single tap. But with one tap for each kind of water, queues are reduced, making the busiest of times not 

quite so busy. 

  

Aqua Libra Co is proud to exhibit the worlds smartest touch tap. The Aqua illi’s innovative design, cutting-

edge technology, and premium aesthetics makes it the highest performing tap on the market today.  

Aqua illi is a three-in-one touch tap, built in modular form for easy and economical adaptability. Choose 

from boiling, chilled, sparkling, or ambient to make your perfect combination.  As a true all-rounder, it 

offers high-capacity dispense in a small space - and thus opens a wide range of possibilities for attractive 

additional business. Designed with the latest smart technology, the Aqua illi Tap only heats what you use, 

and it provides a continuous, regulated supply of pure water. The absolute purity of the water keeps the 

unit totally free of limescale. 

 

Aqua Libra Co team of technical experts have focused the product development to achieve 4 important 

elements: Functionality, Aesthetics, Performance, and Sustainability.  

Our continuous collaboration with architects and interior designers, has resulted in a distinct product 

range to cater for any office size or needs. Sustainable office hydration is, albeit, our number one priority, 

and with the latest innovation featuring ‘twin-tank boiler’, the under-counter unit is one of the smallest 

units on the market.  

 

Aqua Libra Co work with NBS to provide the most comprehensive support for specifiers to ensure they 

have all the appropriate material CAD files and BIM files for hassle-free specification. We aim to inspire, 

http://www.aqualibra.com/
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by sharing our latest projects featuring our water systems in diverse locations. When visiting the stand, 

industry professionals will have the perfect opportunity to gain a detailed insight into the wide variety of 

energy, efficient, space saving solutions that Aqua Libra Co can offer operators within the industry.  

To find out more about Aqua Libra Co, visit stand PB 14, Projects Hall, at Clerkenwell Design Week, 

London, UK – May 23rd - 25th 2023 – Drink your way to a better planet! 

For more information in the lead up to the event, please visit www.aqualibra.com  

 

-Ends- 

About Aqua Libra Co. 

Aqua Libra Co is dedicated to providing tasty, healthy, and sustainable hydration, and it’s on a mission to 

become the world’s most sustainable water brand with its innovative Flavour Tap and range of infused 

sparkling waters. Offering pure, plastic free hydration solutions, Britvic-owned Aqua Libra is reinventing 

water with options that prove a future free of single use packaging is possible.  Aqua Libra’s ground-

breaking Flavour Tap technology is part of Britvic’s ‘Beyond the Bottle’ strategy which thinks beyond 

plastic, providing solutions for on the go, at work, in bars and in food outlets. The digital tap dispenses still, 

sparkling, and flavoured water with zero calories and reduces packaging waste by 99%. The Aqua Libra 

Flavour Tap and range of canned infused sparkling waters encourage consumers to make small changes in 

their everyday lives to help towards the mission of a future free from plastic waste. 

 
 

For press related queries contact: 
Emma Gardner – Channel Marketing Manager  
Aqua Libra Co. 
Tel: +44 (0) 7759 121287 
Email: emma.gardner@aqualibra.com 
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